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Fuzzy data for video image objet trakingF�abio Augusto Salve Dias� Neuimar Jerônimo LeiteyAbstratTIn this paper, we introdue a new method for objet traking whih takes intoaount multiple target features and fuzzy logi for knowledge representation and in-formation fusion. The knowledge about the target loation is represented by fuzzymatries, one matrix for eah onsidered feature. Sine the set of all inluded informa-tion belongs to the same domain, the result indiating this �nal loation is given bya fusion of matries, through fuzzy operators, whih expresses the ombination of allde�ned target features.1 IntrodutionNowadays, the use of digital video images to store and/or analyse events is beomingvery ommon. Loate a target in a video image has appliations in many knowledge areassuh as biologial experiments, surveillane, human-mahine interation, and in any eventin whih the onsidered information an be visually observed. In this ontext, automatitraking is very useful, o�ering a faster and more preise tool than manual approahes.The results of traking methods is highly dependent on the feature spae used to modelthe target. The main idea of this work takes into aount the use of various feature spaesto improve traking results.The most ommon feature spaes for traking methods are olor [18, 7, 4, 10℄, shape [20,14, 24, 13℄, spatial relationship [16, 11℄, and motion [26, 2℄. Most of these methods arebased mainly on one of these features, thus ignoring other signi�ant properties of theanalysed sene. Therefore, the hoie of a feature spae is problem dependent, leading tothe de�nition of onstrained methods for traking whih often fail when the harateristisof the problem hange slightly.Further, these methods do not deal diretly with aspets onerning unertainties, inher-ent to any physial measurement. To redue noise e�et, most of the approahes preproessthe image taking into aount linear or non-linear �ltering tehniques, for instane.This work onsiders the problem of transforming the maximum available informationabout a sene into fuzzy matries with the same dimensions as the original sene. Thesematries an be seen as graysale images representing the result of a feature omparison,�Institute of Computing, University of Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP. Researh supported in partby FAPESP grant 04=02541 � 0yInstitute of Computing, University of Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP.1



2 Dias and Leitemaped into a fuzzy domain in the range [0; 1℄, where 1 indiates the best possible math.Fuzzy representations of some image desriptors, suh as histogram, motion and shape, areused here to handle measures and signi�ane unertainties in a traking proedure. Aswe will illustrate elsewhere, this approah yields a method easily adaptable to almost anyonerned environment, in whih the more ompliated or unonstrained is the problem themore information about the sene will be requested.The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 gives some brief onepts onfuzzy logi and introdues a new fuzzy histogram used in our image olor distributionanalysis. Setion 3 desribes a traking model whih is based on multiple feature spaesrepresentation and data fusion. Setion 4 illustrates some experimental results and, �nally,some onlusions are drawn in Setion 5.2 Fuzzy LogiFuzzy logi was introdued in 1965 by Zadeh [25℄ as a more general alternative to Booleanlogi. In Boolean logi, the available data are only true and false, often represented by 1 and0, respetively. This information does not allow any intermediary values in this range. Infuzzy logi, all real values between 0 and 1 are allowed, providing a exible way to representunertain or inomplete knowledge.2.1 Operations with fuzzy numbersWith a greater domain, fuzzy logi also provides a larger number of possible operations.In this work, we onsidered two basi lasses of these operations [19℄.� t-norms: an example of a t-norm, representing a more restritive fuzzy operation, isthe and operator whih omputes the minimum between two fuzzy values.� t-onorms: an example of a t-onorm, representing a less restritive fuzzy operation,is the or operator whih omputes the maximum between two fuzzy values.2.2 Fuzzy HistogramIn this setion, we onsider the onept of fuzzy histograms used in the haraterizationof an image ontent, representation of unertainties and redution of quantization problems[9, 22, 21, 5℄.The histogram is largely used to represent the olor or intensity distribution of an im-age pixels. In [7℄, Comaniiu et al. use this information as the main feature of a trakingproedure. The mathing of the target in a sene is done by searhing the minimum Bhat-taharyya distane between two histograms.The ommon histogram representation does not deal with unertainties, like noise. Usu-ally, this problem an be solved by reduing the number of bins per histogram dimension.This solution leads to a oarse quantized information in whih olors with di�erent meanings(distant in the olor-spae representation) are often merged.



Fuzzy data for video image objet traking 3In this work, we onsider eah olor as a measure of a Gaussian probability density witha mean value and a variane given as parameter. This variane, whih an also be omputedby statistial analysis of the input image, should reet, for instane, measurement errorsrelated to the amera or other used sensors.Based on this model, a group of bins of the fuzzy histogram is updated by onsideringthe Gaussian distribution funtion whih models how muh eah bin hanges, i.e., thedistribution values represent how muh a given data ould be of eah bin, thus ating as afuzzy membership funtion.Most of the fuzzy histograms desribed in literature [9, 22, 21℄ onsider unertainties bymodeling the data as a triangular fuzzy membership funtion. The other basi operations,suh as quantization, are idential to the ommon ones applied to the distribution data.Unlike the work in [5℄, whih also models the input data as a Gaussian funtion andde�nes a fuzzy aggregational quantized histogram whose query operations are given by a t-onorm of the bin values after the histogram quantization. In our model, the returned valueof a query is the summation of all the distribution data assoiated with a histogram rangeof bins, thus de�ning a quantized histogram representation, entered at the orrespond-ing queried data. This range is de�ned as an input parameter but an also be hangeddynamially, yielding a multi-resolution fuzzy histogram model.3 Video image trakingThis setion introdues a new approah for video image traking based on multiplefeature spaes. Figure 1 shows a owhart of this system model. The main steps of thisapproah are:� Target De�nition: The user provides a binary image representing a mask of thetarget in a given frame.� Feature extration: Eah feature spae of the method should have a orrespondingmodel to be ompared with. This step extrats and stores information about theinterest target .� Spei� feature analysis: Eah feature spae analysis operation proesses the orig-inal frame and returns a fuzzy matrix. A lous in this matrix represents one pixelin the original frame and its value orresponds to a similarity measure between thetarget and the onsidered region in the respetive frame.� Data Fusion: All information obtained from the spei� feature analysis are mergedinto one �nal data fusion matrix to de�ne the atual target loation.The next setion disusses some aspets of the above last four steps.3.1 Feature extrationAfter de�nition of the target mask from the �rst frame of a sequene, this step inFigure 1 extrats spei� information about the target, thus de�ning its model whih will



4 Dias and Leite

Figure 1: General owhart of the proposed method.be onsidered in the spei� feature analysis step. Our system stores, for example, thefuzzy histogram representation (Setion 2.2 of the target region and the Fourier desriptorsof its shape. Although the target model an be modi�ed by an updating shema along thesequene proessing, this information was kept unhanged in this version of the work.3.2 Spei� feature analysisThis operation in Figure 1 is suh that, given the original image and the appropriate tar-get model representation, it returns a fuzzy matrix representing the result of their mathingfor eah image pixel. Also, the methods for these features analyses should be independentfrom eah other so that the deletion or insertion of a new feature spae an be simpli�ed.This also failitates parallel implementations of the system model.Initially, we onsider the following feature spaes:� Color analysis: By using the target fuzzy histogram built in the above step, wede�ne a feature matrix aording to equation 1. In this equation, I represents theoriginal image, F the resulting fuzzy matrix, (x; y) are the image/matrix oordinates,and funtion H(C) is the result of a query of the model fuzzy histogram based on agiven olor C. F (x; y) = H(I(x; y)) (1)Figure 2 shows an example of this olor analysis.Note that this approah supports others hromatiity spaes, like xy, L*u*v*, HSV,et. Furthermore, due to the method generality and salability, its possible to havemany of them ombined simultaneously.� Shape analysis: Shape is one of the main features inluded in many traking sys-tems. It is usually assoiated with bakground subtration [18, 10, 23, 12℄ or othersegmentation tehniques, suh as Watershed [3℄ or Mean Shift algorithm [6℄. Here, we
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(a) Original frame. The target is the left-most ball of the image. (b) Color analysis result (the learer the re-gions the higher the fuzzy values).Figure 2: Color feature analysis example.onsidered a well-known watershed-based segmentation method followed by a post-proessing step to redue oversegmentation e�ets [3℄, [15℄. Note that any othersegmentation proedure an be employed in this part of the work.After proper segmentation, we ompare the obtained image regions with the targetmodel. This target an have more than one homogeneous region and its model shouldbe given by a set of appropriate desriptors related to eah of these regions. In thisase, any shape desriptor omparison returning values into a �nite range of realnumbers an be used. Initially, we ompare the Fourier desriptors of the shapeswhih are rotation invariant, and, with proper modi�ations, sale invariant [17℄, [8℄.To ompare sets of these desriptors, we use a ross-orrelation funtion whih takestwo vetors as input and returns a value between -1 and 1, representing the degree oforrelation (a zero value indiates no orrelation, -1 and 1 represent inverse and diretorrelation, respetively).Let S be the set of Fourier desriptors of a target, Si the vetor of the Fourier desriptorof index i, R the vetor of Fourier desriptors of a andidate region, and CC a ross-orrelation funtion. The fuzzy value F assoiated with the andidate region is givenby: F = maxj(CC(Si; R))j;8Si 2 S (2)The resulting matrix based on this spei� feature is de�ned by applying the aboveto all the segmented regions in the frame, and assigning the normalized value F tothe orresponding region pixels.By taking into aount the zero-frequeny terms of the Fourier desriptors, we obtainthe size of the andidate regions whih an be related to the target size by a normalizedvalue assigned to eah of these regions. This information onstitutes a new shape



6 Dias and Leitefeature analysis of the system model in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows an example of theseoperations for the frame in �gure 2(a).

(a) Graysale image representing the shapeanalysis fuzzy matrix for the image in �g-ure 2(a) (the learer the regions the higherthe fuzzy values). (b) Graysale image representing the fuzzymatrix for the size of the image regions in�gure 2(a).Figure 3: Shape feature analysis example.� Motion analysis: In many traking problems, the original sene is reorded bystill ameras, often under a onstrained environment. In suh a ase, de�nitions ofbakground subtration and blob extration tehniques are very usual. Our systeminludes a motion-based feature analysis whih an improve the traking results ofthis kind of solution.This analysis takes into aount di�erenes between two onseutive frames, thusyielding non-zero valued pixels only on areas of moving objets. Note that the obtaineddi�erene image may not exatly de�ne the target position sine, depending on theproessing frequeny, a moving objet may have signi�ant values only around itsboundaries (w.r.t the previous frame). To represent possible target loations in theurrent frame, we make a fusion of this information with the target loation in theprevious frame.To do this, we make the following onsiderations:{ A zero-valued pixel obtained from the di�erene between the urrent and theprevious frame represents the same information in both frames.{ A non-zero-valued pixel in the di�erene image, not related to the target area inthe previous frame, an be seen as a pixel to whih the target is urrently movingon.{ A pixel with non-zero value in the di�erene image, assoiated with the targetarea in the previous frame, an be seen as a pixel from whih this target is movingon.



Fuzzy data for video image objet traking 7Thus, the spei� motion feature analysis matrix an be given by:m(i; j) = jTprevious(i; j) �D(i; j)j;8(i; j) 2 m; (3)where m is the resulting matrix, Tprevious is the fuzzy matrix representing the targetloation in the previous frame, and D is the normalized matrix orresponding to thedi�erene between the previous and the urrent frames.This analysis is very useful in ases of a sene ontaining still objets very similar tothe moving target, as in the image in Figure 2(a). Figure 4 shows the result of suha feature analysis for this image.Although the spei� onsideration of this analysis to still video ameras, this step doesnot ompromise the performane of the whole method if non-stationary ameras areused. In suh a ase, the resulting matrix will have a few zero-valued loations whosefeature ontribution an be negligible depending on the employed fuzzy operator.

(a) Di�erene between two onseutiveframes. (b) The motion fuzzy matrix indiating themoving tennis ball loation.Figure 4: Motion analysis result for the image in �gure 2(a).� Spatial analysis: A simple spatial feature onsidered in this work is given by theEulidean distane between the enter of mass of a andidate region and the enter ofmass of the target in the previous frame. This normalized distane is omplementedand assigned to eah one of the segmented regions.3.3 Data FusionTo obtain the �nal matrix ontaining all relevant information about the atual frameand the target model, the spei� feature analysis matries should be ombined into oneaording to some de�ned proedures. This data fusion is not diÆult to aomplish sineall the matries values belong to the same domain, i.e., fuzzy numbers.



8 Dias and LeiteThe hoie of this fusion method should reet ertain harateristis of the video sene.For example, if a video ontains many similar rigid-body objets, as in Figure 2(a), a morerestritive fusion should be used (e.g., based on a t-norm). This hoie implies the de�nitionof the �nal target area as the one having good mathes in all analysed features. On theother hand, if the video sequene ontains a highly deformable or variable olor target,with very di�erent objets, a less restritive fusion operator should be used, for instane, at-onorm. This hoie implies the de�nition of the target area based on the image regionswith good mathes in at least one feature spae.It is easy to see that the t-onorm will not be very useful here sine, to generate goodresults, the �nal matrix should have as less as possible non-zero regions onveying infor-mation about target loations. A t-onorm will return a matrix with few non-zero regionsonly if all other objets in the sene have di�erent harateristis w.r.t the target. Figure 5shows the data fusion by an and operator of all the feature matries related to the frame in�gure 2(a).

Figure 5: Result of the data fusion by an and fuzzy operator.4 Other examples and resultsFigures 6-8 shows some examples of traking for a real outdoor sene having two personswearing red t-shirts. In suh a ase, the traked objet is the leftmost person t-shirt. Notethat, though we onsidered simple feature analysis methods in this work, the ombinationof di�erent harateristis representing the target allowed a proper de�nition of its loationalong the analysed sequene.All the videos in this work were proessed by onsidering the RGB olor spae anda fuzzy histogram (Setion 2.2) with 32 bins per dimension. For suh a histogram, thevariane of the onsidered distribution was 16 and the query operation was de�ned in a13�13�13 neighborhood of the queried data.Figures 9 and 10 ompare some aspets of our approah with a well-known olor-basedmethod, named CAMSHIFT [4℄. This method takes into aount the probability distribu-tion of the objets during the traking and is based on the Mean Shift approah [6℄. In theused syntheti video, we have a still blok and a moving ball whose olor hanges dynam-



Fuzzy data for video image objet traking 9ially along the sequene. Figure 9 indiates the target loation in a ertain video framefor both methods. The ellipsis in Figures 9() and 10() are the output of the CAMSHIFTalgorithm. Figure 10() illustrates how, in some ases, the CAMSHIFT algorithm anmislassify the target loation as a funtion of some hanges in the target features.The CAMSHIFT algorithm is available on the OpenCV [1℄ environment. Our approahonsidered the above de�ned parameters and a fuzzy or operation between the motion andolor matries, followed by a fuzzy and with the shape analysis result.

(a) Original video frame. (b) Target loation.Figure 6: Method example.

(a) Original video frame. (b) Target loation.Figure 7: Method example.5 ConlusionThis work introdued a traking method based on multiple feature analyses and fuzzyknowledge representation. This method is more robust than others onsidering only onefeature spae, and is also quite salable sine any spei� feature expressed in the onsidereddomain an be easily inorporated to the system.
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(a) Original video frame. (b) Target loation.Figure 8: Method example.We also developed a fuzzy histogram variation to deal with unertainties and multi-resolution representations of an image ontent distribution.As future works, we intend to improve aspets onerning data fusion, de�ne new spei�feature spaes based, for instane, on bakground mismath analyses and inrease the overallperformane of the method, in terms of its high omputational ost, by onsidering a lowerproessing rate and multi-resolution representations of the data.AknowledgmentsThe authors are grateful to WebMaps, Agroow, PRONEX - SAI and FAPESP forsupporting this work through the projet number 04=02541 � 0.Referenes[1℄ Openv: Open omputer vision library, http://soureforge.net/projets/openvlibrary/.[2℄ S. Avidan. Support vetor traking. IEEE Transations on Pattern Analysis and MahineIntelligene, 26(8):1064 { 1072, August 2004.[3℄ S. Beuher and F. Meyer. The morphologial approah to segmentation: the watershed trans-formation. In E. Dougherty, editor, Mathematial morphology in image proessing, volume 34of Optial Engineering, hapter 12, pages 433{481. Marel Dekker, New York, 1993.[4℄ G. Bradski. Real time fae and objet traking as a omponent of a pereptual user interfae.In Fourth IEEE Workshop on Appliations of Computer Vision, pages 214 { 219, Ot 1998.[5℄ N. C. Vertan. Embedding fuzzy logi in ontent based image retrieval. pages 85 { 89. NorthAmerian Fuzzy Information Proessing Soiety, July 2000.[6℄ D. Comaniiu and P. Meer. Mean shift analysis and appliations. In ICCV (2), pages 1197{1203, 1999.[7℄ D. Comaniiu, V. Ramesh, and P. Meer. Kernel-based objet traking. IEEE Transations onPattern Analysis and Mahine Intelligene, 25(5):564 { 577, May 2003.[8℄ L. da F. Costa and R. M. C. Jr. Shape Analysis and Classi�ation: Theory and Pratie. CRCPress, 2001.
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(a) An original video frame. (b) Target loation aording to the pro-posed method.

() Target loation, indiated by the ellipsisin the �gure, aording to the CAMSHIFTalgorithm.Figure 9: Example of traking by the CAMSHIFT and proposed method (before a ollisionof the two objets) in whih a moving target hanges dynamially in olor.[9℄ A. Doulamis and N. Doulamis. Fuzzy histograms for eÆient visual ontent representation:Appliation to ontent-based image retrieval. In IEEE International Conferene on Multimediaand Expo, pages 1100{1003, 2001.[10℄ A. Elgammal, D. Harwood, and L. Davis. Non-parametri model for bakground subtration.In in Pro. European Conferene on Computer Vision, pages 751{767, 2000.[11℄ P. Figueroa, N. Leite, and R. M. L. Barros. A exible software for traking of markers used inhuman motion analysis. Computer Methods and Programs in Biomediine, 72:155{165, 2003.[12℄ P. J. Figueroa, N. J. Leite, and R. M. L. Barros. Bakground reovering in outdoor image se-quenes: an example of soer players segmentation. Image and Vision Computing (to appear),2005.[13℄ C. Gentile, O. Camps, and M. Sznaier. Segmentation for robust traking in the presene ofsevere olusion. IEEE Transations on Image Proessing, 13(2):166{178, February 2004.
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(a) Another original video frame. (b) Target loation aording to the pro-posed method.

() Target loation aording to theCAMSHIFT algorithm.Figure 10: Target loation after a ollision of the two objets in the sene.[14℄ G. Hager and P. Belhumeur. Real-time traking of image regions with hanges in geometryand illumination. In IEEE Computer Soiety Conferene on Computer Vision and PatternReognition, pages 403{410, June 1996.[15℄ K. Haris, S. Efstratiadis, N. Maglaveras, and A. Katsaggelos. Hybrid image segmentation usingwatershed and fast region merging. IEEE Trans. Img. Pro., 7(12), De. 1998.[16℄ G. M. I. Cohen. Deteting and traking moving objets for video surveillane. In IEEE Pro.Computer Vision and Pattern Reognition, pages 23{25, Jun 1999.[17℄ L. Keyes and A. C. Winstanley. Fourier desriptors as a general lassi�ation tool for topo-graphi shapes. Jan. 01 1999.[18℄ S. J. MKenna, S. Jabri, Z. Duri, A. Rosenfeld, and H. Wehsler. Traking groups of people.Computer Vision and Image Understanding: CVIU, 80(1):42{56, 2000.[19℄ H. Nguyen and E. Walker. A First Course on Fuzzy Logi. CRC Press, 1997.[20℄ S. M. Nils T. Siebel. The appliation of olour �ltering to real-time person traking. InProeedings of the 2nd European Workshop on Advaned Video-Based Surveillane System,pages 227{234, 2001.
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